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Soft Shades

Jacobean Peony (108)   E

Ottoman Peony (109)   E

Ottoman Kiwi (107)   E

Jacobean Kiwi (106)   E

Customer service
800-964-9291

Fax:  860-434-0739

Moire Check Peony (110)   E

Grand Check Black (993)   C Grand Check Oyster (992)   C

Stitch Black (996)   C Stitch Oyster (995)   C

Grand Check Surf (991)   C

Stitch Surf (994)   C

Striated Oyster (103)   CStriated Aspic (105)   C Striated Surf (101)   CStriated Ink (104)   C Striated Kiwi (102)   C

Our dinner napkins are a terrifi c product on their own! They are tied 
in sets of four with a complementary satin ribbon.  They are machine 
washable on a cold, delicate cycle and truly get softer with every 
washing.  Alone or paired with a set of coordinating placemats, sets 
of dinner napkins make a great gift!  Feel free to mix and match our 
napkins from our various trends.  Shown left:  Striated Aspic, Kiwi, Ink 
Oyster and Surf.

dinner napkins

While recognized as an extraordinory resource for 
table linens, Patricia Spratt for the Home is not only 
defi ned by the table.  Our product line includes 

decorative accessories, such as pillows, table 
runners, and guest towels to complement our table 
linens in order to encompass every facet of  today’s 
lifestyle.   By providing a total package you’re able 
to assist your customer by  promoting decorative 

continuity throughout their home.

100% Cotton ... the perfect “go with” collection!
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Global 
Influences

Bohemian Brown (292)   E   

Bohemian Stripe Brown (295)   D

Bohemian Demi Brown (293)   E

Bohemian Ivory (290)   E

Bohemian Demi Ivory (291)   E

Bohemian Stripe Ivory (294)   D

Single swatch photos indicate 
that placemat is same fabric on 

both sides.  Swatches that are 
abutted  indicate the front and 

back of placemat.  

“TETE A TETE” - Our new 54” wide classic 
table runner!  Put across the width of a dining 

table creating two place settings for an intimate 
breakfast, lunch or dinner for two.  Table runner 

reverses to coordinating print for versatility.  Shown 
right in Bohemian Ivory reversing to Bohemian Demi Ivory.  

Lattice Too Black dinner napkins.

Berry Paisley (983)   C

Berry Motif (984)   C

Kiwi Paisley (981)   C

Kiwi Motif (982)   C

Stitch Kiwi (995)   CStriated Surf (101)   C

Striated Kiwi (102)   C

Patricia Spratt for the Home offers the fi nest and 
largest selection of table linens.  Our placemats, napkins, 

tablecloths and decorative accessories are made from the most 
beautiful decorator-quality prints and wovens.  We provide 
the retailer access to a variety of trends from traditional to 

“cutting edge”.  Our 100% cotton and innovative blend fabrics, 
from the fi nest mills in the United States and abroad, are sewn 
in Connecticut.  Most are machine washable on a cold, delicate 

setting ... other care instructions are noted on our label.



Indispensable basics ...
RATTANS

Wonderful basics on their own, or use them to mix and match 
with our prints throughout the catalog.  A terrifi c comple-

ment to any table setting.   The Rattan’s are 100% cotton with 
a substantial hand.  Great in our buffet napkins ... order a 

variety of colors to mix with all of our prints.  

Rattan Navy (117)   C

Rattan Natural (066)   C

Rattan Java (116)  C

Rattan Fennel (063)   C

Rattan Pearl (065)   C

Rattan Dusk (064)   C

Rattan Noir (115)   C

Rattan Coral (062)   C

Sun Garden
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Lattice Bark (424)   C

Sunfl ower Sky (834)   CSunfl ower Black (832)   C Sunfl ower Aspic (833)   C

Lattice Too Green (257)   CLattice Too Black (258)   C

Umbria Grass (096)   E

Umbria Sunshine (095)   E

Umbria Screen (097)   E

22” RIBBON TIE PILLOWS
A simple pillow with a charming 

grosgrain ribbon tie enclosure.  Pillow 
insert is removable.  Available in all fabrics 

in catalog. Shown left in Umbria Grass.

16” PERFECT PILLOWS 
What a great value!  Our 16” 

perfect pillows are an inexpen-
sive way to add color and drama 

throughout your store.  Pillow 
insert is removable.  Available in all 
fabrics in catalog.  Minimum 2 per pattern.  

Shown Umbria Sunshine.

PLACEMATS & NAPKINS

We’re known for our reversible placemats and coordinat-
ing napkins.  Our linens are beautifully hand-pressed and 
then tied in sets of four with a satin ribbon for the fi nest 

presentation.  The packaging creates the ideal gift item, 
alone or with a set of coordinating napkins.  Place sets 

around your retail shop to complement dinnerware, 
pottery or ceramic pieces.  Shown right:  Rectangle placemats in 

Sunfl ower Aspic  with dinner napkins in Lattice Too Green.
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A Very Happy Spring

Natty Black (520)   B

Natty Berry Black (522)   B

Natty Paisley Black (524)   B

Single swatch photos indicate that 
placemat is same fabric on both sides.  

Swatches that are abutted  indicate 
the front and back of placemat.  All 

patterns are available in napkins 
except where noted.

Serendipity Maze (952)   A

Serendipity Stripe (951)   A

Uptown Stripe (139)   A

Uptown Black (138)   A

Uptown White (137)   A

Natty Berry White (521)   B

Natty Lime (519)   B

Natty Paisley Pink (523)   B

Serendipity (950)   A

Uptown Gallery (141)   A

Uptown Paisley (140)   A

Our embellished topper is an excellent addition to your 
merchandise  selection.  A beautifully trimmed 54” square 

topper adds elegance to a small, intimate table for two or can 
be used to accent a side table in a living room or bedroom.  

Toppers are available in all fabrics, and trim is expertly 
selected to complement the color, attitude and style of the 

pattern. Shown above:  Serendipity 54” embellished topper over a 96” round 
table skirt in Serendipity Maze.  Fabrics are 100% cotton at value pricing!

EMBELLISHED TOPPER
THE MODERN PILLOW

Four converging triangles meet at the center to create a new 
artform in pillows.  Patterns evolve into surprising new 

shapes ... stripes become a square (as shown on page 7).  A great 
new twist on the simple pillow!  Shown above:  Uptown White and Uptown 

Black 16” modern pillows.  Minimum 2 per pattern.  Pillow comes with form.  

Customer Service
800-964-9291

email:  sales@patriciasprattforthehome.com



Shore Living
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Seashell Motif Natural (008)   A

Seashell Natural (007)   A

Seashell Stripe Natural (009)   A Starfi sh Sand (026)   D

Shore Sand (024)   D

Shore Ink (022)   D

Starfi sh Ink (029)   D

Sand Leopard (945)   E

Beachcomber Surf (123)   E Beachcomber Coral (122)   E Beachcomber Ink (124)   E

Coastal Stripe Bright (973)   D Coastal Stripe Navy (974)    D

CLASSIC TABLE RUNNERS
A simple classic runner is the right answer for a chic 
statement in accessorizing the table.  It emphasizes 

the beauty of a pattern and is a very affordable option. 
Shown above:  Classic table runners in Starfi sh Ink and Shore Ink.  

Napkins in Rattan Pearl and Navy ... 100% cotton, textured fabrics.

THE RECTANGLE PLACEMAT
All Patricia Spratt for the Home fabrics are available in the classic 

rectangle placemat (except where noted.)  Our rectangle placemat reverses 
to a coordinating print or occasionally the same pattern when 

appropriate.  The dinner napkin is 17” and perfectly proportioned to 
our placemats.  Shown above. left to right:  Beachcomber Coral, Ink and Surf rectangle 

placemats with dinner napkins in Coastal Coral, Coastal Stripe Navy and Bright.

Coastal Grass (972)   ECoastal Coral (970)   ECoastal Surf (971)   E

Coastal Surf, Coral and Grass reverse to light background.

Beachcomber Surf, Coral and Ink are not suitable for napkins.



Shore Living
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Buoy Blue (941)   DBuoy Khaki (942)   D

Customer Service 
800-964-9291

fax:  860-434-0739

Caribe Blue (501)    C

Caribe Leaf (502)   C

Caribe Pink (503)   C

Single swatch photos indicate that placemat is same 
fabric on both sides.  Swatches that are abutted  in-
dicate the front and back of placemat.  All patterns 

are available in napkins except where noted.

Sand Ticking Stripe (164)   B

Grass Ticking Stripe (161)   B

Sea Ticking Stripe (163)   B

Caftan Peacock (933)   D

Caftan Magenta (934)   D

Caftan Soleil (935)   DAtlantic Reef Surf (135)    CAtlantic Reef Coral (136)    C

Atlantic Shells Coral (127)   D

Atlantic Reef Marine (134)   C

Atlantic Shells Surf (126)   D

Atlantic Shells Marine (125)   D

The 22” perfect pillow has an envelope closure on the back 
side allowing the high-quality, down-like polyester insert to 
be removed.  Pillows come with the same fabric on both sides 
or can be sewn with a different fabric on the reverse side.  
Please indicate fabric selections.  Pillows are available in all fabrics 
and are sold in minimums of two per pattern.   Shown left, front to back:  
Atlantic Shells Marine, Buoy Blue, Altantic Reef Marine, Buoy Khaki and 
Canton Stripe. All are 100% cotton.

22” PERFECT PILLOWS

THE MINI PILLOW
Our mini pillow measures 16” x 12” and looks 
terrifi c as an accent to our “perfect” pillows.  
Mix paisleys  and fl orals; checks, plaids and 
stripes ... which ever combination suits you!  

Shown right:  Atlantic Shells Coral and Atlantic Reef 
Coral mini pillows.  Available in all fabrics in our catalog.  

Minimum 2 per pattern.
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Beach Motifs

Customer Service:  800-964-9291
email:  sales@patriciasprattforthehome.com

Primitive Ink (936)   D

Primitive Bone (938)   D

Primitive Sand (937)   D

Primitive Garden Ink (939)   DPrimitive Garden Sand (940)   D

Beach Cottage Bay Stripe (516)   B

Beach Cottage Bay Ripple (517)   B

Beach Cottage Bay Paisley (518)   B

Beach Cottage Sea Stripe (513)   B

Beach Cottage Sea Ripple (514)   B

Beach Cottage Sea Paisley (515)   B

Pacifi c Shells (017)   A

Seaglass Ticking  (019)   A

Navy Ticking (018)   A

Our banded table runners are available in 54”, 72” (most popu-
lar), 90” and 108” lengths.  Two coordinating fabrics create 
a beautiful addition to any dining table, buffet or console 

table.  Available in standard width at 12.5” and wide width 
at 17”.  Shown on right side of photo in Beach Cottage Bay Stripe with 

Paisley border.  Table runners are minimum 2 per pattern.  

BANDED TABLE RUNNERS

Our embellished table runners come in standard and wide 
widths  and are available in lengths of 54”, 72” (our most 

popular), 90” and 108”. We add the perfect embellishment 
from our vast selection of trim styles and colors chosen 

expertly to coordinate with your choice of fabric.  
Minimum 2 per pattern.  Shown on left side of photo:  Beach 

Cottage Bay Paisley with nautical inspired, rope-like trim.

EMBELLISHED TABLE RUNNERS

THE MODERN 
PILLOW

Four converging triangles 
meet at the center to create 

a new artform in pillows.  
Stripes become a square 
and patterns evolve into 

surprising new shapes!  
Shown right:  Beach Cottage Sea 
Stripe.   Minimum 2 per pattern.

PLEASE NOTE:  
Due to the custom nature of our table runners, 

they are not returnable and 
orders cannot be cancelled.
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Metro Modern
... with the look of natural linen.

Indigo Stripe (075)   D

Cypress Ikat  (071)   D

Indigo (073)   D

Cypress Stripe (072)   D

Indigo Ikat (074)   D

Cypress (070)   D

Cinnabar Links (390)   D

Natural Linen (389)   C

Malachite Links (386)   D

Natural Linen (389)   C

Chalk Demi (864)   D

Chalk Fauna (862)   D

Chalk Filagree (863)   D

Saffron Ikat (856)   D

Shadow Ikat (857)   D

Saffron Market (855)   D

Water Mark (943)   E

Water Mark Dot (944)   E

PLACEMATS & NAPKINS
We’re known for our reversible placemats and coordinating 

napkins.  Our linens are beautifully hand-pressed and then tied 
in sets of four with a satin ribbon for the fi nest presentation.  
The packaging creates the ideal gift item, alone or with a set 

of coordinating napkins.  Place sets around your retail shop to 
complement dinnerware, pottery or ceramic pieces.  Shown left:  

Water Mark rectangle placemat with Water Dot dinner napkin.  

Our cocktail napkins are the perfect 
“add-on” to any sale!  They are available 
in all fabrics and come packaged in sets 
of six in an acetate box.  Choose pat-
terns to coordinate with your placemat 
and napkin selections.  Available in all 
fabrics.  Minimum 2 sets per pattern.  Shown in 
Natural Cheetah, Indigo, Indigo Ikat, Saffron 
Ikat and Cypress Stripe.

Cocktail Napkins

Wine Totes
Wine totes have a coordinating cuff and are tied with a satin ribbon.  Perfect for wine, gourmet 
oils or vinegars. Pair them with our cocktail napkin sets for a terrifi c hostess gift.  Available in all 
fabrics, minimum four per pattern.  Shown left in Saffron Ikat with Natural Cheetah cuff.
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Tropical Style

Paradise (145)   A

Crewel Mocha (985)   D

Crewel Shale (986)   D

Rattan Dusk (064)   B

Dahlia Earth (119)   D

Dahlia (118)   D

Natural Cheetah (388)   D

Organic Stripe (920)   E
Lily Pad Botanical (900)   D

Jungle Leopard (899)   D

Jungle Leaf (898)   E

Enlarged to show detail.

Rattan Java (116)   BStriated Aspic (105)   C

Customer Service
800-964-9291

Fax:  860-434-0739

Rattan Fennel (063)   B

VALANCES & CURTAIN PANELS
Valances and curtain panels are available in the classic 
tailored shirred construction.  All are available plain, 
banded or embellished, and can be ordered lined or 

unlined.  Panels are available in 63”, 84” and 90” lengths 
(as well as custom) and each are 50” in width.  Classic 
curtains feature a 2” header and a 1-1/2” rod pocket.  
See price list for full range of sizes and dimensions. 

Custom sizing is also available.   

Visit our website at
www.patriciasprattforthehome.com

email:  sales@patriciasprattforthehome.com

In addition to our standard 
width runners, we offer a 17” 
width in lengths of 54”,  72”, 

90” and 108”.  We’ve had many 
requests for wider and longer 
table runners to complement 

larger dining tables, confer-
ence tables or buffets, therefore  

custom lenths are also available.  
These can be banded, trimmed 

or just done as a beautiful classic 
runner!  All runners are a minimum of 2 per 

pattern.  Shown right:  Crewel Mocha with Rattan 
Coral Wide Width Runner.

WIDE WIDTH RUNNERS

MOST AFFORDABLE 
A simple 54” square or 54” 

x 84” standard tablecloth is 
equally as beautiful as our 

bordered tablecloths, and is 
an economical selection.  

Borders and embellishments 
can be utilized on table 

runners, pillows or curtains!   
Right:  54” x 54” square shown in Dahlia Earth.
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Easy Living ...

Mosaic Onyx (931)   A

Mosaic Kumquat (930)   A

Caban Stripe Blue (961)  A

Cabana Blue (960)   A Cabana Green (962)   A

Pool Mosaic (800)   A

Cabana Stripe Green (963)   A

Pool Stripe (801)   A

Admiral Bloom (804)   A Red Chain (802)   A

Red Stripe (803)   A

Tuscan Floral (806)   A

Tuscan Stripe (807)   A

Admiral Stripe (805)   A

Koi Pool (955)   E

Koi Kumquat (956)   E

Kumquat Stripe (932)   A

Durable INDOOR/OUTDOOR fabrics.  They are breathable and withstand 
exposure to sunlight!  They resist mold, mildew, soil and stains and clean with plain soap and water!   

Fabrics are 100% spun polyester duck, with a soil release fi nish.

SHOWER CURTAINS
Our shower curtains are particularly useful in the 
indoor/outdoor fabrics ... they stand up to a brisk 

shower and a damp bathroom!  Beautifully executed 
button holes will be appreciated by your discerning 
customers. Available in all patterns.  Shown above in Red Chain.

Porch Hydrangea Periwinkle (948)   B

Porch Stripe Periwinkle (949)   B

Porch Hydrangea (946)   B

Porch Stripe Hydrangea (947)   B

ALL WEATHER TRIM
Here we’re showing our 
indoor/outdoor pillow with 
coordinating all-weather trim.  
It adds something special to 
any of our pillows!  

At last ... placemats, napkins, tablecloths and decorative accessories can 
remain outside and maintain their good looks by using our “easy living” fabrics.  
“Easy Living” napkins will arrive crisp, so be sure to instruct your customer to 

wash before using to ensure a softer, more natural hand.  



Traditional Home
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Single swatch photos indicate 
that placemat is same fabric on 

both sides.  Swatches that are 
abutted  indicate the front and 

back of placemat.  

Tureen Paprika (989)   D

Moire Check Parsley (990)   EMoire Check Saffron (988)    E

Tureen Saffron (987)   D

Decorator Stripe Saffron (111)   D Decorator Stripe Ink (113)   DDecorator Stripe Blush (112)   D Cape Decor Stripe (959)   C

Cape Decor Lemon (957)   C

Cape Decor Oyster (958)   C

Lemon Stripe (926)   C

Oyster Bisque Stripe (928)   C

French Garden Bisque (968)    B

French Garden Ochre (967)   B

Customer Service
800-964-9291

We love mixing fabrics and textures on our bordered tablecloths.  
It’s also your opportunity to be innovative and add “snap” to 

your tablecloth inventory.  You’re able to order just ONE of your 
unique selection in any size to fi t the needs of your customer ... 

and don’t forget to order coordinating napkins to complete your 
special look!   The versatile 66” bordered tablecloths, our most 
popular size, are ideal for most retailers to keep on hand.  They 

hang well for display and fi t many table shapes and sizes.  Shown left:  
Tureen Saffron with Moire Check Saffron border.  Buffet napkin in Decorator Stripe Saffron.

BORDERED TABLECLOTHS

Shown right:  Cape 
Decor Oyster placemat 
with Cape Decor Stripe 
dinner napkin.

Visit our website at
www.patriciasprattforthehome.com

Cape Decor Stripe (959)   C



Hyde Park Stripe Spring (831)   E

Hyde Park Demi Spring (830)   B

Hyde Park Spring (829)   E
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Soft 
Sophistication

Hyde Park Stripe Linen (828)   E

Hyde Park Linen (826)   E

Hyde Park Demi Linen (827)   BHyde Park Demi Claret (873)   B

Hyde Park Claret (872)   E

Hyde Park Stripe Claret (874)   E

Welcome Paisley (510)   B

Welcome Stripe (511)   B

Welcome Filigree (512)   B

English Mist (823)   CEnglish Heather (820)   C

English Stripe Heather (821)   C

English Trellis Heather (822)   C

English Stripe Mist (824)   C

English Trellis Mist (825)   C

Our tablecloths are “made-to-order,” so you never have to worry about 
having the right size, shape or color.  Call us and we’ll help you deter-
mine the correct size for your customer’s table.  We’ll do our best to 
accommodate your request as quickly as possible.

To order custom sized tablecloths, we will need the exact dimensions of the table 
(width and length) and the length drop that is requested (we recommend 10-12 
inches).  If the tablecloth is to fall to the fl oor, the height of the table is required as 
well.  Please contact us for a quote or with any questions.  It would be our pleasure 
to help you.   

Shown left:  Hyde Park Spring with Stripe 54” border topper over a 96” table skirt in Hyde Park 
Stripe Spring.

TABLECLOTHS AND TABLE SKIRTS

PLEASE NOTE:  
Due to the custom nature of our tablecloths, they 

are not returnable and orders cannot be cancelled.

Shown right:  Wide Tassel Runner (72” length) in Welcome  Stripe.  
Available in ALL fabrics throughout the catalog.



An Elegant Affair
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Pastis Hydrangea (213)   E Periwinkle Hydrangea (209)   E

Periwinkle Paisley (210)   EPastis Jacobean (214)   E

Customer Service
800-964-9291

email:  sales@patriciasprattforthehome.com

BUFFET NAPKINS
Our buffet napkins are 
generously sized at 22” 
and are baby-hemmed for 
a beautiful fi nish.  Avaiable 
in all patterns in catalog.  Shown 
left:  Periwinkle Paisley buffet 
napkin and Periwinkle Hydrangea 
placemat.

Pumice Stripe (057)   B

Go With Stripe Pumice (058)   C

Pumice Spray (056)   B

Luxe Tuck Smoke (978)   E

Luxe Tuck Bone (979)   E

Luxe Stripe Smoke (975)   D

Luxe Stripe Ivory (976)   D

Luxe Stripe Sage (977)   D Luxe Tuck Tango (980)   E

TASSEL RUNNERS
Our tassel runners come in standard and wide widths, 

as well as the mantel runner in a 8” width. The stan-
dard tassel runner is 12.5” wide with 4” tassels and 

is available in 54”, 72”, 90” and 108”.  The wide tassel 
runner (shown in Luxe Stripe Sage) is 17” wide and is avail-
able in 72”, 90” and 108”.   Available in all fabrics in catalog.  

Minimum two per pattern. 

MANTEL RUNNER
The Mantel runner (shown  left) is 8” wide, 

accented with exquisite 3” beehive tassels 
and is available in 72”, 90” and custom 

lengths.  They are a beautiful enhancement 
to any style fi replace mantel.  Available in 

all fabrics.  Minimum two per pattern.  Shown in  
Pumice Spray.

Single swatch photos indicate that placemat is same 
fabric on both sides.  Swatches that are abutted indi-
cate the front and back of placemat.  All patterns are 

available in napkins except where noted.



Chinoiserie 
Inspired
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Customer 
service

800-964-9291

Ornament Black (965)   D

Canton Blue (953)   D

Canton Stripe (954)   D

Ornament Grass (966)   DPagoda Screen Navy (868)   E

Pagoda Navy (867)   E Pagoda Red (865)   E

Pagoda Screen Red (866)   E

Ornament Blue (964)   D 

Rhapsody Blue (871)   E

Lattice Too Blue (259)   C

Tree of Life Sprout (332)   C

Lively Sprout (336)   C

Tree of Life Poppy (331)   C

Lively Poppy (335)   C

Lattice Too Red (260)   C

Rattan Fennel (063)   C Rattan Coral (062)   C

Single swatch photos indicate 
that placemat is same fabric 
on both sides.  Swatches that 

are abutted indicate the front 
and back of placemat.  All 
patterns are available in 

napkins except where noted.

Our embellished pillow creates a stunning look with two 
coordinating patterns and a beautiful trim.  Pillow insert 
is not removable.  Don’t forget ... you can create your own 
combination from any of our fabrics!  Pillows are sold in mini-

mums of two per pattern.  Available in all fabrics in catalog.  Shown 
above:  22” embellished pillow in Tree of Life Poppy with Lattice Too Red.

22” EMBELLISHED PILLOW

GUEST TOWELS
Our guest towels are available embellished with a fabulous trim or banded with 
a coordinating fabric as shown (above).  Each is generously sized and packaged 

in sets of two with a J-hook, ready for hanging on display.  Available in all fabrics in 
catalog, minimum three sets (six towels) per pattern.  Shown above, left to right:  Canton Stripe 

and Canton Blue banded guest towels, Ornament Blue and Canton Blue embellished guest towels.



Patricia Spratt for the Home
60 Lyme Street
Old Lyme, Connecticut  06371

To learn more about Patricia Spratt for the Home, 
or to fi nd a sales representative in your area, 
Visit us online at www.patriciasprattforthehome.com
~ To Order (800) 964-9291
~ M - F, 8:30 - 4:30 (EST)
~ Fax 24 Hours (860) 434-0739
email:  sales@patriciasprattforthehome.com

PLEASE VISIT US IN OUR ATLANTA AND NEW YORK SHOW LOCATIONS:  
ATLANTA - Bldg. 1, Booth # 7-N-03   ~   NEW YORK - Jacob Javits Convention Center, Booth #7823

THE PATRICIA SPRATT FOR THE HOME 
BEDDING COLLECTION

Choose two fabrics from our entire fabric collection to make a 
reversible, custom duvet.  Be creative and add accent pillows and 
shams from our vast array of coordinating patterns.  This will be 
your most innovative destination for your bed linen collection ...  

and it will look uniquely yours!  Even our three piece bed skirt sets 
are made to your needed length ... either shirred or tailored with a 

3” complementary band.  Pillows are charming with our simple 
fl ange or with unique embellishments.  See price list insert for 

complete bedding information.

Bedding Collection
Duvets (Twin, Full, Queen & King)

Bed Skirts (Twin Full, Queen & King)
Shams (Standard, Euro & King)

... and our entire pillow collection to 
mix and match!

THE GIFT PILLOW
The newest addition to our pillow collection is the gift 

pillow which measures 10” x 10”.  A small treasure to add 
to our bedding collection or for a little  punch to just 

about any bench, chair or sofa!  Shown right in Natty Lime and Natty 
Paisley Pink with pom pom fringe.  Shown above left in Stitch Kiwi with white fringe.

PILLOW EMBELLISHMENTS
Here we’re showing our some exciting new trims for our 

pillow collection.  Shown in the back (left side) is our new 
grosgrain criss-cross pillow.  Back right is our standard 22” 

ribbon-tie pillow with grosgrain ribbon closures.  The Dahlia 
pattern is trimmed with a complementary pom-pom trim, 
while our gift pillow is trimmed with our new, nautical in-

spired rope-like fringe.  The possibilities are endless.  
Create an exciting and fun look to coordinate with our 

bedding ensembles, or for those little accents to a sofa or chair.


